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Abstract
In this paper, using a criterion given by J. Brough and B. Spa¨th recently,
we verify the inductive blockwise Alperin weight condition for the simple
groups PSp2n(q) and any odd prime ℓ not dividing q under some assumptions
concerning the decomposition matrices.
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1 Introduction
An important longstanding global-local conjecture, called the blockwise Alperin
weight conjecture, is proposed by Alperin in [1]. The conjecture is stated as fol-
lows; see §2.A for the definition of weight.
Conjecture (Alperin). Let G be a finite group, ℓ a prime and B an ℓ-block of G.
Denote the set of all G-conjugacy classes of B-weights by Alp(B), then |Alp(B)| =
| IBr(B)|.
This conjecture has been verified for numerous groups, such as symmetric
groups, many sporadic simple groups and many finite groups of Lie type. Here
we just mention the papers of Alperin-Fong [2] and An [3], which classify the
weights of some classical groups for odd primes.
∗Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 11901478 and No. 11631001)
and Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities (No. 2682019CX48).
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Since the general proof of this conjecture is extremely difficult, an acces-
sible way is to reduce it to simple groups. First, Navarro and Tiep reduce the
non-blockwise version of this conjecture to simple groups in [28], and then Spa¨th
reduces the blockswise version to simple groups in [33]. Thus to prove this conjec-
ture, it suffices to verify the inductive blockwise Alperin weight (BAW) condition
defined in [33] for all simple groups. This inductive condition has been verified
for many cases. In [33], Spa¨th gives a verification for finite simple groups of Lie
type and the defining characteristic. Malle verifies it in [26] for simple alternative
groups, Suzuki groups and Ree groups. All blocks of cyclic defect groups have
been proved to satisfy this inductive condition by Koshitani and Spa¨th in [20, 21].
Schulte gives a verification for it for simple groups of type G2 and
3D4 in [30]. A
special case of type A is verified by Li-Zhang in [24, 25]. Feng verifies it for the
unipotent blocks of type A in [14], and together with Z. Li and J. Zhang for unipo-
tent blocks of classical groups and some other cases of classical groups in [16].
Some more particular simple groups of small rank are considered in [32, 15, 6, 23].
The inductive BAW condition is highly complicated, which makes it very
challenging to verify it for simple groups of Lie type. Roughly speaking, it con-
sists of two parts: the first requires an equivariant bijection between irreducible
Brauer characters and weights; the second is some requirements concerning the
Clifford theory for characters under this bijection. Fortunately, Brough and Spa¨th
prove a criterion for this inductive condition for simple groups with abelian outer
automorphism groups, which makes it possible to consider the simple groups of
Lie type B and C; see Theorem 2.1 for the statement. We consider the simple
group PSp2n(q) and odd primes ℓ ∤ q in this paper. First, assume q is odd, in which
case, according to the criterion, the main task is to establish the BAW conjecture
itself for the conformal symplectic groups.
Theorem 1. Let p be an odd prime, q = p f and ℓ an odd prime different from p,
then the blockwise Alperin weight conjecture holds for CSp2n(q) and ℓ.
The proof of the above theorem relies heavily on the results of Fong-Srinivasan
in [17] and An in [3]. To continue the verification, we prove that certain bijection
between irreducible Brauer characters and weights of conformal symplectic groups
satisfies the requirements of part (iii) in Theorem 2.1. The rest requirements con-
cerning the symplectic groups can be verified easily, using a result of Cabanes and
Spa¨th in [11] and a result in [22] of the author. In the process, to obtain information
about irreducible Brauer characters, we need to make some assumptions about the
decomposition matrices. Thus the main result for q odd is stated as follows.
Theorem 2. Keep the assumptions in Theorem 1. Assume the decomposition ma-
trice of Sp2n(q) and CSp2n(q) with respect to E(Sp2n(q), ℓ
′) and E(CSp2n(q), ℓ
′)
are unitriangular. Then the inductive blockwise Alperin weight condition holds for
PSp2n(q) and ℓ.
Here, recall that E(G, ℓ′) = ∪s∈G∗
ss,ℓ′
E(G, (s)) for a finite groups of Lie type.
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Next, we consider the relatively easy case for q = 2 f .
Theorem 3. Let q = 2 f and ℓ be an odd prime, then the blockwise Alperin weight
conjecture holds for Sp2n(2
f ) and ℓ. Furthermore, assume (n, f ) , (2, 1) or (3, 1),
then if the decomposition matrix of Sp2n(2
f ) to E(Sp2n(2
f ), ℓ′) is unitriangular, the
inductive blockwise Alperin weight condition holds for Sp2n(2
f ) and ℓ.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In §2, we give some notations and
preliminaries. Then in sections §3, §4, §5, we consider the cases when q is odd.
First, we consider the Brauer pairs associated to radical subgroups and recall the
results about blocks of conformal symplectic groups in §3. In §4, we classify the
weights of conformal symplectic groups and prove Theorem 1. In §5, we verify the
inductive BAW condition for the cases in Theorem 2. Finally, in §6, we consider
the case for q is even.
2 Preliminaries
2.A For an element g of a finite group G, we denote by ClG(g) the G-conjugacy
class of g. The notations for representations of finite groups in this paper are stan-
dard, which can be found for example in [27] except that we use Ind and Res for
induction and restriction and use χ0 for the restriction of an ordinary character χ
of G to the ℓ-regular elements. We will consider the modular representations with
respect to a fixed prime ℓ, thus we will abbreviate ℓ-Brauer characters, ℓ-block, etc.
as Brauer characters, blocks, etc.
For a finite group G, we denote by dz(G) the set of all defect zero characters
of G. For K E G and θ ∈ Irr(K), we set dz(G | θ) = dz(G) ∩ Irr(G | θ). For
an ℓ-subgroup R of G and a block B of G, dz(NG(R)/R, B) denotes the set of all
characters ϕ of NG(R) which lift characters in dz(NG(R)/R) and satisfy bl(ϕ)
G
= B.
Here, bl(ϕ) is the block of NG(R) containing ϕ. Here and often in the sequel, we
will identify characters of NG(R)/R and their lifts.
An ℓ-weight of G means a pair (R, ϕ) with ϕ ∈ dz(NG(R)/R). In this case, R
is necessarily an ℓ-radical subgroup of G, i.e. R = Oℓ(NG(R)), and ϕ is called a
weight character. If furthermore ϕ ∈ dz(NG(R)/R, B), then (R, ϕ) is called a B-
weight. Denote the set of all B-weights by Alp0(B) and the set of all G-conjugacy
classes of B-weights by Alp(B). For (R, ϕ) ∈ Alp0(B), denote by (R, ϕ) the G-
conjugacy class of (R, ϕ).
Recently, J. Brough and B. Spa¨th give a new criterion for the inductive condi-
tion particularly suitable for simple groups of type B and C. Denote by Rad(G) the
set of all radical subgroups of G and by Rad(G)/∼G a G-transversal of Rad(G).
Theorem 2.1 ([7, Theorem]). Let S be a finite non-abelian simple group and ℓ a
prime dividing |S |. Let G be an ℓ′-covering group of S and there are groups G˜, E
such that GEG˜×E. AssumeB ⊆ Bl(G) is a G˜-stable set satisfying (G˜E)B ≤ (G˜E)B
for any B ∈ B and the following:
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(i) • G = [G˜, G˜] and E is abelian,
• CG˜E(G) = Z(G˜) and G˜E/Z(G˜)  Aut(G) by the natural map,
• any element of IBr(B) extends to its stabilizer in G˜,
• for any R ∈ Rad(G), any element of dz(NG(R)/R, B) with B ∈ B extends
to its stabilizer in NG˜(R)/R.
(ii) Let B˜ = Bl(G˜ | B). There exists an IBr(G˜/G)⋊ EB-equivariant bijection
Ω˜B˜ : IBr(B˜)→ Alp(B˜)
with Ω˜B˜(IBr(B˜)) = Alp(B˜) for every B˜ ∈ B˜ and JG(ψ˜) = JG(Ω˜B˜(ψ˜)) for every
ψ˜ ∈ IBr(B˜).
(iii) For every χ˜ ∈ IBr(G˜), there exists some χ0 ∈ IBr(G | χ˜) such that
• (G˜ ⋊ E)χ0 = G˜χ0 ⋊ Eχ0 ,
• χ0 extends to G ⋊ Eχ0 .
(iv) For every (R, ψ0) ∈ Alp(B), there exists some x ∈ G˜ with
• (G˜E)R,ψ0 = G˜R,ψ0(GE
x)R,ψ0 ,
• ψ0 extends to (G ⋊ Ex)R,ψ0 .
Then the inductive blockwise Alperin weight condition holds for any B in B with
abelian Out(G)G˜-orbit of B.
For the definition of JG(ψ˜) and JG(Ω˜(ψ˜)), see [7]. In the case whenG = Sp2n(q),
G˜ = CSp2n(q) and ℓ is an odd prime, JG(ψ˜) = G˜ = JG(Ω˜(ψ˜)) is trivially satisfied.
2.B We will frequently use the notations in [17] and [22], so we review those
which will be used from now on; for more notations, we will refer to the definitions
in [17] and [22] when they appear for the first time in the sequel.
Let V (V∗) be the symplectic space of dimension 2n (the orthogonal space of di-
mension 2n+ 1) over Fp and G = Sp(V), G˜ = CSp(V),G∗ = SO(V), G˜∗ = D0(V∗).
Denote by F both the Frobenius maps on G˜ and G˜∗ defining an Fq-structure and
by G, G˜,G∗, G˜∗ the corresponding groups of fixed points. These finite groups can
be viewed as groups on a symplectic space V or an orthogonal space V∗. In partic-
ular, G∗  SO2n+1(q). The regular embedding i : G → G˜, its dual i
∗ : G˜∗ → G∗
and related constructions are as in [22, §2.B]. Let E = 〈Fp〉 be the set of field
automorphisms, then G˜ ⋊ E affords all automorphisms of the finite simple group
S = G/Z(G).
When q is a power of 2, G is simple if (n, f ) , (2, 1) and is the universal
covering group of itself if furthermore (n, f ) , (3, 1), thus we will not need to
introduce G˜, G˜∗, G˜, G˜∗. In this case, there are isomorphisms of abstract groups
G  G∗ (but not as algebraic groups) and G  G∗.
Assume q = p f is a power of an odd prime p and ℓ is an odd prime different
from p. Let Fq be the field of q elements and Fp the algebraic closure of Fp. The
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set F0,F1,F2 of polynomials are defined as in [17, (1.7)] and F = F0 ∪ F1 ∪ F2.
For any Γ ∈ F , δΓ and εΓ are defined as in [17, (1.8),(1.9)]. We will use s˜ to
denote a semisimple element of G˜∗ and use s = i∗(s˜) to denote the image of s˜
under i∗, which is different from the convention in [17]. TheG∗-conjugacy class of
s is determined by the multiplicity function Γ ∈ F 7→ mΓ(s) and the type function
Γ ∈ F 7→ ηΓ(s); see [17, pp.125-126].
If q = 2 f , we define F0 as
F0 = {X − 1}
and let F1,F2 be defined in the same way as [17, (1.7)] with odd q replaced by 2
f .
Set then F = F0∪F1∪F2. For any Γ ∈ F , δΓ and εΓ are defined in the same way as
[17, (1.8),(1.9)]. The G-conjugacy class of a semisimple element s is determined
by the multiplicity function Γ ∈ F 7→ mΓ(s); for the structure of CG(s), see [32,
Lemma 2.2]. Since G∗  G, this also gives a parametrization of conjugacy classes
of semisimple elements of G∗ and a description of their centralizers.
2.C The radical subgroups of G is given by An in [3]. We recall the construction
using the twisted basic subgroups introduced in [22].
Recall that ε = 1 or −1 when ℓ is linear or unitary. Let e, a be as in [22,
§6.A]. A group of symplectic type is a central product ZαEγ of a cyclic groups Zα
of order ℓa+α and an extraspecial group Eγ of order ℓ
2γ+1; since only extraspecial
groups of exponent ℓ occurs in radical subgroups, we always assume the exponent
is ℓ. Let R0m,α,γ be the embedding of ZαEγ in G
0
m,α,γ := GL(mℓ
γ, εqeℓ
α
) given in
[22, §6.A]. Let Gm,α,γ = SpM(2meℓ
α+γ,Fp) and vm,α,γ be as in [22, §6.A]. Set
Gtwm,α,γ := G
vm,α,γF
m,α,γ , then the hyperbolic embedding ~ : G0m,α,γ → G
tw
m,α,γ is defined
as in [22, §6.A]. The image of R0m,α,γ under ~ is denoted by R
tw
m,α,γ. Let gm,α,γ be an
element in Gm,α,γ such that g
−1
m,α,γF(g
−1
m,α,γ) = vm,α,γ; see for example [8, Theorem
7.1]. The map ι : Gtwm,α,γ → Gm,α,γ := G
F
m,α,γ defined by the conjugation by gm,α,γ
is an isomorphism. Denote Rm,α,γ = ι(R
tw
m,α,γ).
Let c be defined as in [22, §6.A], then Rtwm,α,γ,c = R
tw
m,α,γ ≀Ac is called the twisted
basic subgroups, which is a subgroup of Gtwm,α,γ,c := G
vm,α,γ,cF
m,α,γ,c , where vm,α,γ,c and
Gm,α,γ,c is as in [22, §6.A]. Let gm,α,γ,c = gm,α,γ ⊗ Iℓ|c| and the isomorphism (and all
similar homomorphisms) induce by conjugation by gm,α,γ,c is again denoted by ι.
Set Rm,α,γ,c = ι(R
tw
m,α,γ,c), called a basic subgroup, which is conjugate to the basic
subgroup denoted by the same symbol in [3]. Obviously, Rm,α,γ,c = Rm,α,γ ≀ Ac.
Let τtwm,α,γ,c be as in [22, (6.3)]. The notations and results of centralizers and
normalizers of the basic subgroups are collected in [22, Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.6].
Set τm,α,γ,c = ι(τ
tw
m,α,γ,c).
Remark 2.2. We remark that all the above constructions apply to the case when q
is even. In fact, since −1 = 1 for even q, the structure of normalizers in [22, Lemma
6.6] can be even slightly simplified. To be specifically, Ntwm,α,γ = ~(N
0
m,α,γ)⋊ V
tw
m,α,γ
while for odd q, ~(N0m,α,γ) ∩ V
tw
m,α,γ = Z(G).
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Assume q is odd. By [3], all radical subgroups ofG are conjugate to subgroups
of the form R0 × R1 × · · · × Ru, where R0 is a trivial group and Ri = Rmi,αi,γi,ci is
a basic subgroup for i > 0. In fact, this also holds for even q; see §6. For such a
radical subgroup R of G, let v, g, ι be as in [22, Lemma 6.7] and set G˜tw = G˜vF .
In the sequel, when we say “consider the twisted groups” or “transfer to twisted
groups”, we will always mean transfer the problems to G˜tw using ι. The method to
use twisted groups to consider local structures is introduced in [10]. This method
has some technical advantages. For example, the diagonal automorphisms and
field automorphisms fix the twisted version of radical subgroups (see [22, Lemma
6.8]), which makes the calculation of automorphisms on weights easier. See §5 for
further application of the twisted version of radical subgroups.
2.D The version of basic subgroups given above is convenient when one consid-
ers the action of automorphisms on weights (see [22]) and the extension problem.
Now, we will give another conjugate of the basic subgroup Rm,α,γ,c, which is con-
venient when one considers the inclusion of some Brauer pairs in §3.B.
Note that Rm,α is a cyclic subgroup of Sp2meℓα (q) of order ℓ
a+α consisting of the
elements of the form zm,α(ζ) := (ι ◦ ~)(ζIm) for some ζ ∈ Fp with ζℓ
a+α
= 1. Let
ζℓ be a primitive ℓ-th root of unity, then Rm,α,γ defined as above is conjugate to the
group Rm,α,γ,1 generated by the following elements
Rm,α ⊗ Iℓγ , diag
{
zm,α(1), zm,α(ζℓ), · · · , zm,α(ζ
ℓ−1
ℓ )
}
, I2meℓα ⊗ Y
0
j , j = 1, · · · , γ,
where Y0
j
is as in [22, §6.A]. Set Rm,α,γ,c,1 = Rm,α,γ,1 ≀ Ac, then it is conjugate the
basic subgroup Rm,α,γ,c defined above. From now on, we will denote any conjugate
of the basic subgroup Rm,α,γ,c by the same notation; it should be known which
conjugate is being used by the contexts. Note that the definition of τm,α,γ,c and the
statement of [22, Lemma 6.4] should be adjusted accordingly.
For any non negative integer β, denote cβ = (1, · · · , 1) with β 1’s and set
Dm,α,β := Rm,α,0,cβ . In [17], Dm,α,β is denoted by Rm,α,β, but to avoid any confusion
of notations, we introduce this new notation. Then by [17, (5K)], the defect group
of G is of the form D0 × D1 × · · · × Du with D0 is a trivial group and Di = Dmi,αi,βi
for i = 1, · · · , u.
2.E We now recall some facts about partitions and Lusztig symbols and fix some
notations. In this subsection, e is an arbitrary positive integer (not necessarily a
prime).
For a given partition λ of some natural number n, the e-core λ(e) and the e-
quotient λ(e) of λ is uniquely determined; conversely, the partition is determined
by its core and quotients; for details, see [29, §3]. Here, the e-core λ(e) is again a
partition of some natural number n0 ≤ n, while the e-quotient λ
(e)
= (λ
(e)
1
, · · · , λ
(e)
e )
is an e-tuple (ordered sequence) of partitions. Given an e-core κ and an e-quotient
Q, the unique partition λ determined by λ(e) = κ and λ
(e)
= Q is denoted as λ =
κ ∗ Q.
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For Lusztig symbols, defects and ranks, cores and quotients, degenerate Lusztig
symbols, etc., see [29, §5]. We remark that degenerate symbols are counted twice
when one parametrizes characters, blocks and weights for conformal symplectic
groups (see [17] and §4 in this paper), while degenerate symbols are counted only
once when one parametrizes characters, blocks and weights for symplectic groups
(see [22]). The two copies of the degenerate symbol λ are denoted as λ and λ′. As
in [22], the empty Lusztig symbol is viewed as degenerate, thus a non-degenerate
symbol is a fortiori not empty. But in many ocasions, the empty Lusztig sym-
bol will be distinguished from the non-empty ones in this paper; the reason for
this is that for conformal symplectic groups, the non-empty degenerate symbols
are counted twice while the empty symbol is only counted once; see for example
Table 1.
For a given Lusztig symbol λ of rank n, the e-core λ(e) and the e-quotient
λ(e) of λ is uniquely determined. But conversely, given an e-core κ and an e-
quotient Q, there may be one or two Lusztig symbols with κ and Q as their e-
core and e-quotient respectively; there are two such symbols if and only if both
κ and Q are non degenerate. For details, see [29, §5]. Here, the e-core λ(e)
is again a Lusztig symbol of rank n0 ≤ n, while the e-quotient λ
(e) is an un-
ordered pair of two e-tuples of partitions [λ1, . . . , λe; µ1, . . . , µe], which means that
[λ1, . . . , λe; µ1, . . . , µe] and [µ1, . . . , µe; λ1, . . . , λe] are identified; see [29, §5]. An
e-quotient [λ1, . . . , λe; µ1, . . . , µe] is called degenerate if and only if (λ1, . . . , λe) =
(µ1, . . . , µe).
Associated with a given e-quotient Q = [λ1, . . . , λe; µ1, . . . , µe], there are one
or two ordered sequences of partitions
(λ1, . . . , λe, µ1, . . . , µe), (µ1, . . . , µe, λ1, . . . , λe).
called the ordered quotient(s) with respect to Q and denoted as Q0,Q
′
0
. Thus Q0 =
Q′
0
if and only if Q is degenerate.
When κ is non degenerate, the number of Lusztig symbols with κ and Q as their
e-core and e-quotient respectively is exactly the number of ordered quotient(s) with
respect to Q. The one or two Lusztig symbols are denoted as κ∗Q0, κ∗Q
′
0
. Equiva-
lently, the (necessarily non degenerate) Lusztig symbols with non degenerate cores
are determined uniquely by the cores and the ordered quotients.
When κ is degenerate, then for any given quotient Q, there is only one Lusztig
symbol λ with κ and Q as their e-core and e-quotient respectively. When Q is
non degenerate, λ is non degenerate, and we set λ = κ ∗ Q0 = κ ∗ Q
′
0. When Q
is degenerate (thus we can identify Q with its associated ordered quotient), λ is
degenerate. Note that λ should be counted twice when one considers conformal
groups. In this case, the two copies of the degenerate symbols are denoted as
λ = κ ∗ (Q, 0) and λ′ = κ ∗ (Q, 1).
Note that our convention of notations used to consider characters and weights
of conformal symplectic groups is slightly different from those in [22] used to
consider characters and weights of symplectic groups.
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2.F Assume q is odd. Now, we recall the Jordan decomposition of characters of
G˜ and consider the action of Irr(G˜/G) on Irr(G˜).
Theorem 2.3 (Lusztig, [8, Theorem 15.8]). There is a bijection for any s˜ ∈ G˜∗
between Lusztig series (note that G˜ has connected center):
Js˜ : E(G˜, s˜) ←→ E(CG˜∗(s˜), 1)
such that 〈
χ˜,RG˜
T˜
ˆ˜s
〉
G˜
= εG˜εCG˜∗ (s˜)
〈
Js˜(χ˜),R
CG˜∗ (s˜)
T˜∗
1
〉
CG˜∗ (s˜)
,
where the G˜-conjugacy class of (T˜, ˆ˜s) corresponds to the G˜∗-conjugacy class of
(T˜∗, s˜) via dual; see [8, Theorem 8.21]. Furthermore χ˜ ∈ E(G˜, s˜) is uniquely
determined by the scalar products
〈
χ˜,RG˜
T˜
ˆ˜s
〉
G˜
. The set Irr(G˜) of characters of G˜ has
a decomposition
Irr(G˜) =
⋃
s˜
E(G˜, s˜),
where s˜ runs over a G˜∗-transversal of semisimple elements of G˜∗.
Let s = i∗(s˜), thenC◦
G∗
(s)F is as in [22, §3.A]. We can identify E(CG˜∗(s˜), 1) with
E(C◦
G∗
(s)F , 1), which can be parametrized by λ =
∏
Γ λΓ, where λΓ is a partition
of mΓ(s) for Γ ∈ F1 ∪ F2 while λΓ is a Lusztig symbol of rank [
mΓ(s)
2 ] for Γ ∈
F0; see [12, §13.8]. Recall that the degenerate symbols in component X + 1 are
counted twice. For λ as above, λ′ is defined as below: λ′
Γ
= λΓ when λΓ is a
partition or non degenerate symbol and (λ′)Γ = (λΓ)
′ when λΓ is a degenerate
symbol. Denote the characters in E(CG˜∗(s˜), 1) and E(G˜, s˜) corresponding to λ by
χλ and χs˜,λ respectively.
Remark 2.4. The dual induces an isomorphism of abelian groups (see [8, (8.19)]):
Z(G˜∗)→ Irr(G˜/G), z˜ 7→ ˆ˜z.
We consider the action of Irr(G˜/G) on Irr(G˜). Note that by [8, (8.20)], ˆ˜zχs˜,λ ∈
E(G˜, z˜ s˜). Then〈
ˆ˜zχs˜,λ,R
G˜
T˜
̂˜zs˜〉
G˜
=
〈
χs˜,λ, ˆ˜z
−1RG˜
T˜
̂˜zs˜〉
G˜
=
〈
χs˜,λ,R
G˜
T˜
ˆ˜z−1 ̂˜zs˜〉
G˜
=
〈
χs˜,λ,R
G˜
T˜
ˆ˜s
〉
G˜
= εG˜εCG˜∗ (s˜)
〈
χλ,R
CG˜∗ (s˜)
T˜∗
1
〉
CG˜∗ (s˜)
.
On the other hand, note that CG˜∗(z˜ s˜) = CG˜∗(s˜), then〈
χz˜s˜,λ,R
G˜
T˜
̂˜zs˜〉
G˜
= εG˜εCG˜∗ (s˜)
〈
χλ,R
CG˜∗ (s˜)
T˜∗
1
〉
CG˜∗ (s˜)
.
Thus with the Jordan decomposition of Irr(G˜) as in Theorem 2.3, ˆ˜zχs˜,λ = χz˜s˜,λ.
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Fix a generator z˜0 of Z(G˜
∗), then z˜
(q−1)/2
0
= −e, where e is the identity element
of the special Clifford group D0(V
∗). For each G∗-conjugacy class of semisimple
elements, fix a representative s and a preimage s˜ of s under i∗.
(1) If mX+1(s) = 0, then i
∗−1(ClG∗(s)) consists of q − 1 conjugacy classes of G˜
∗,
each of which contains exactly one element z˜s˜ of F×q s˜ by [17, (2D)]. Then
Z(G˜∗)  Irr(G˜/G) acts regularly on {χz˜s˜,λ | z˜ ∈ Z(G˜
∗)} as follows
χs˜,λ
̂˜z0·
−→ χz˜0 s˜,λ
̂˜z0·
−→ · · ·
̂˜z0·
−→ χ
z˜
q−1
0
s˜,λ
̂˜z0·
−→ χs˜,λ.
(2) If mX+1(s) , 0, then i
∗−1(ClG∗(s)) consists of (q − 1)/2 conjugacy classes of
G˜∗, each of which contains exactly two elements z˜s˜,−z˜s˜ of F×q s˜ by [17, (2D)].
(a) If furthermore λX+1 is non degenerate, then by [17, (4C)], −̂eχs˜,λ = χs˜,λ.
So, with the Jordan decomposition of Irr(G˜) as in Theorem 2.3, we have
χ−s˜,λ = χs˜,λ. Thus Z(G˜
∗)  Irr(G˜/G) acts transitively on {χz˜s˜,λ | z˜ ∈
Z(G˜∗)} with kernel 〈−e〉 as follows
χs˜,λ
̂˜z0·
−→ χz˜0 s˜,λ
̂˜z0·
−→ · · ·
̂˜z0·
−→ χ
z˜
(q−1)/2−1
0
s˜,λ
̂˜z0·
−→ χs˜,λ.
(b) If furthermore λX+1 is degenerate, then −̂eχs˜,λ = χs˜,λ′ by [17, (4C)].
Thus with the Jordan decomposition of Irr(G˜) as in Theorem 2.3, we have
χ−s˜,λ = χs˜,λ′ . Then Z(G˜
∗)  Irr(G˜/G) acts regularly on {χz˜s˜,λ, χz˜s˜,λ′ | z˜ ∈
Z(G˜∗)} and we can choose the labels such that
χs˜,λ
̂˜z0·
−→ χz˜0 s˜,λ
̂˜z0·
−→ · · ·
̂˜z0·
−→ χ
z˜
(q−1)/2−1
0
s˜,λ
↑̂˜z0· ↓̂˜z0·
χ
z˜
(q−1)/2−1
0
s˜,λ′
̂˜z0·
←− · · ·
̂˜z0·
←− χz˜0 s˜,λ′
̂˜z0·
←− χs˜,λ′
3 Brauer pairs and blocks of conformal groups
From now on until the last section, we assume q is odd. Before considering the
weights of conformal symplectic groups, we make some preparations, including
classification of radical subgroups, some considerations of Brauer pairs and blocks.
3.A We begin by considering the conjugacy classes of radical subgroups of G˜.
Denote by Z(G˜)ℓ the ℓ-part of the cyclic group Z(G˜). For any symplectic space
V , denote by I0(V) and J0(V) the symplectic group and the conformal symplectic
group on V respectively. Recall that for any radical subgroup R = R0×R1×· · ·×Ru
with Ri = Rmi,αi,γi,ci for i = 1, · · · , u, there is a corresponding decomposition of the
space V = V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Vu.
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Proposition 3.1. For any radical subgroup R of G as above, denote R˜ := Z(G˜)ℓR.
(1) N˜ := NG˜(R˜) = NG˜(R) = 〈τ,N〉 with N := NG(R) and τ = τ0 × τ1 × · · · τu,
where τ0 is an element of order q − 1 generating J0(V0) modulo I0(V0) and
τi = τmi,αi,γi,ci for i = 1, · · · , u.
(2) The map R 7→ R˜ defines a bijection between Rad(G) and Rad(G˜) with inverse
R˜ 7→ G ∩ R˜, which induces a bijection between Rad(G)/∼G and Rad(G˜)/∼G˜.
Proof. The first assertion follows from [22, Lemma 6.6 (4)]. Let Gˆ = Z(G˜)G.
Since |G˜ : Gˆ| = 2 and ℓ is odd, Rad(G˜) = Rad(Gˆ). Now Gˆ is the central product
of Z(G˜) and G over Z(G) and |Z(G)| = 2, the maps given in (2) are bijections
between Rad(G) and Rad(Gˆ). By the definition, τ generates G˜ modulo G. Thus
|G˜ : NG˜(R)| = |G : NG(R)| and the given maps induce also a bijection between
conjugacy classes. 
Many results about the defect groups of G˜ in [17] hold for radical subgroups of
G˜. In the sequel, when we state such a result for all radical subgroups, we will often
refer to [17] for the corresponding result for defect groups. We will also give new
proofs for some of these statements using explicit calculation in twisted groups.
3.B Brauer pairs Let R be a radical subgroup of G as above. Set R+ = R1 ×
· · · × Ru, then R = R0 × R+, V = V0 ⊥ V+ and all related constructions can be
decomposed correspondingly. Then C := CG(R) = C0 × C+, where C0 = I0(V0)
and C+ = C1 × · · · × Cu with Ci = Cmi,αi,γi,ci for i > 0; for Cmi,αi,γi,ci , see the
definition before [22, Lemma 6.4]. Let τ be as before, then by [22, Lemma 6.4],
C˜ := CG˜(R) = CG˜(R˜) = 〈τ,C〉, [τ,RC] = 1 and τ
q−1 ∈ Z(C). The following is a
generalization of [17, (5J)] to radical subgroups.
Lemma 3.2. Let R be a radical subgroup of G, R˜ = Z(G˜)ℓR and Z+ be a subgroup
of Z(C+) containing τ
q−1
+ .
(1) C˜ is a central product of 〈τ,C0Z+〉 and C+ over Z+.
(2) Assume Z+ = Z(C+), then Z(G˜)ℓ ≤ 〈τ,C0Z(C+)〉. If g ∈ N and g0, g+ are the
restriction of g to V0,V+ respectively, then [τ0, g0] ∈ C0, [τ+, g+] ∈ Z(C+). In
particular, N and thus N˜ normalize 〈τ,C0Z(C+)〉 and C+.
Proof. This can be proved by the same method of [17, (5J)], or can be proved with
explicit calculation by transferring to the twisted group G˜tw and using the choice
of τtwm,α,γ,c in [22, (6.3)]. 
Remark 3.3. As in [17], mainly used are the following two cases of Z+:
(1) Z+ = 〈τ
q−1
+ 〉, in which case, C˜ is viewed as a central product of 〈τ,C0〉 and C+
over 〈τ
q−1
+ 〉.
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(2) Z+ = Z(C+), in which case, we denote C˜0 = 〈τ,C0Z(C+)〉. As shown in the
above lemma, the advantage of this case is that N˜ stabilize this central product
decomposition.
Let F ′ be the subset of polynomials in F whose roots have ℓ′-order. For any
Γ ∈ F ′, GΓ,RΓ,CΓ,NΓ, θΓ are as on [3, p.22]. We refer to [22, §6.B] for the
constructions for symplectic groups. In particular, Γ determines an NΓ-conjugacy
class in dz(CΓ/RΓ) and θΓ is a chosen one in this conjugacy class. Defined as in [22,
§6.B] are also RΓ,γ,c, θΓ,γ,c, the set RΓ,δ = {RΓ,δ,1,RΓ,δ,2, · · · }, θΓ,δ,i, and the Notation
6.10. Recall that Dm,α,β is defined at the end of §2.D. Then similarly, we denote
DΓ,β = DmΓ,αΓ,β. So DΓ,β = RΓ ≀ Acβ .
Let θ ∈ dz(C/Z(R)), then θ = θ0× θ+, where θ0 is a character of I0(V0) of defect
zero, while θ+ and R+ can be decomposed as follows:
(3.4) θ+ =
∏
Γ,δ,i
θ
tΓ,δ,i
Γ,δ,i
, R+ =
∏
Γ,δ,i
R
tΓ,δ,i
Γ,δ,i
.
Recall that R˜ = Z(G˜)ℓR. Then by Lemma 3.2, the results for canonical char-
acters associated with defect groups in [17, §7] can be generalized to radical sub-
groups. Specifically, any θ˜ ∈ dz(C˜/Z(R˜) | θR) is of the form
θ˜ = θ˜0θ+,
where θ˜0 is the canonical character of a block of C˜0 = 〈τ,C0Z(C+)〉 of the central
defect group Z(R˜) = Z(G˜)ℓZ(R), and the linear characters of Z(C+) induced by θ˜0
and θ+ are the same. Note that θ˜0 ∈ Irr(C˜0 | θ0). Recall that
(3.5) C˜0 = 〈τ,C0〉 ×〈τq−1+ 〉
Z(C+)
is a central product over 〈τ
q−1
+
〉.
Let D′ = D′
0
× D′
+
, θ′ = θ′
0
× θ′
+
with D′
0
= R0, θ
′
0
= θ0 and
D′+ =
∏
Γ
R
mΓ
Γ
, θ′+ =
∏
Γ
θ
mΓ
Γ
,
where, mΓ =
∑
δ,i tΓ,δ,iℓ
δ. Let D˜′ = Z(G˜)ℓD
′, C′, C˜′ denote the centralizers of
D′, D˜′ in G, G˜ respectively and C′ = C′
0
× C′+ with C
′
0
= C0 = I0(V0). Then
θ′ ∈ dz(C′/Z(D′)). Assume θ˜′ = θ˜′
0
θ′+ ∈ dz(C˜
′/Z(D˜′) | θ′) and θ′ are in the same
relation as θ˜ and θ. Note that
(3.6) C˜′0 := 〈τ,C
′
0Z(C
′
+
)〉 = 〈τ,C′0〉 ×〈τq−1+ 〉
Z(C′
+
)
is a central product over 〈τ
q−1
+
〉. Since Z(C+) ≤ Z(C
′
+
), θ˜′
0
can be chosen to be an
extension of θ˜0 by (3.5) and (3.6).
Let D = D0 × D+, θD = θD,0 × θD,+ with D0 = R0, θD,0 = θ0 and
D+ =
∏
Γ,β
D
rΓ,β
Γ,β
, θD,+ =
∏
Γ,β
(θΓ ⊗ Iℓβ)
rΓ,β ,
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where, mΓ =
∑
β rΓ,βℓ
β is the ℓ-adic decomposition of mΓ. Let D˜ = Z(G˜)ℓD,
CD, C˜D denote the centralizers of D, D˜ in G, G˜ respectively and CD = CD,0 ×CD,+
with CD,0 = C0 = I0(V0). Then θD ∈ dz(CD/Z(D)). Assume θ˜D = θ˜D,0θD,+ ∈
dz(C˜D/Z(D˜) | θD) and θD are in the same relation as θ˜ and θ. Similarly as above,
(3.7) C˜D,0 = 〈τ,CD,0Z(CD,+)〉 = 〈τ,CD,0〉 ×〈τq−1+ 〉
Z(CD,+)
is a central product over 〈τ
q−1
+ 〉. Since Z(CD,+) ≤ Z(C
′
+), θ˜D,0 can be chosen to be
the restriction of θ˜′
0
.
Remark 3.8. When every basic subgroup in R is chosen to be the conjugate in
§2.D, the element τ = ι(τtw) for R,D′,D can be chosen to be the same one and we
make this choice in the sequel.
Proposition 3.9. With the above notations,
(1) (D′, θ′) E (D, θD) as Brauer pairs in G. (D, θD) is a maximal pair for some
block B of G and all maximal pairs are of this form.
(2) (D˜′, θ˜′) E (D˜, θ˜D) as Brauer pairs in G˜. (D˜, θ˜D) is a maximal pair for some
block B˜ of G˜ and all maximal pairs are of this form.
(3) B˜ covers B.
(4) (R, θ) ≤ (D, θD) as Brauer pairs in G and (R˜, θ˜) ≤ (D˜, θ˜D) as Brauer pairs in
G˜.
Proof. (1) and (2) are just [17, (8A)]. For (3), note first that NG˜(D˜) = NG˜(D). Let
b, b˜ be the Brauer correspondences of B, B˜ respectively, then by the definition, b˜
covers b. Thus (3) follows from the Harris-Kno¨rr correspondence [19]. To prove
(R, θ) ≤ (D, θD) as Brauer pairs inG, it is suffice to prove that (R+, θ+) ≤ (D+, θD,+)
as Brauer pairs in G+ = I0(V+). Let z+ be an element in Z(D+) such that (i)
o(z+) = ℓ, (ii) [z+,V+] = V+, (iii) z+ is primary; see [17, p.178]. Then by the above
constructions from R to D, z+ ∈ Z(R+). So both R+CG+(R+) and D+CG+(D+) are
contained inCG+(z+), which is isomorphic to a general linear or unitary group when
ℓ is a linear or unitary prime. By the construction of D and results of [5], (R+, θ+) ≤
(D+, θD,+) as Brauer pairs in CG+(z+) and so as Brauer pairs in G+ = I0(V+); see
also [3, p.18]. Then (R˜, θ˜) ≤ (D˜, θ˜D) as Brauer pairs in G˜ follows by a similar
argument in [17, (8A)] using the first kind of central product decompositions in
Remark 3.3. 
Corollary 3.10. Keep the above notations and assume (R˜, ϕ˜) is a weight such that
ϕ˜ ∈ Irr(N˜ | θ˜), then (R˜, ϕ˜) belongs to the block B˜ in the above proposition.
3.C Let R be a radical subgroup of G and keep the above constructions and nota-
tions. In [17, §11], the authors use the Brauer pair (D˜′, θ˜′) to give a label (s˜,K) for
the block B˜. Recall that we use s˜ to denote a semisimple element in G˜∗ and denote
by s = i∗(s˜) the image of s˜ in G∗, while in [17], the corresponding notations are s
12
and s¯; some other notations used here are also slightly different from those in [17].
For convenience, we first recall the results as follows.
Since C˜′ is a Levi subgroup of G˜, θ˜′ is contained in some Lusztig series
E(C˜′, (s˜)) with s˜ a semisimple ℓ′-element in (C˜′)∗ ≤ G˜∗. This s˜ is the semisim-
ple part of the label (s˜,K).
By [17, (11.2),(11.3)],
(3.11)
C˜′0/ I0(V0)  〈τ+, Z(C
′
+)〉,
C˜′0/Z(C
′
+)  〈τ0, I0(V0)〉 = J0(V0).
Then θ˜′ can be decomposed as θ˜′ = χ˜′ζ′θ′
+
, where χ˜′ is a character of J0(V0) and
ζ′ is an extension to 〈τ+, Z(C
′
+)〉 of the linear character ζ
′
+ of Z(C
′
+) induced by
θ′+ and θ˜
′
0
. By the Jordan decomposition of characters of J0(V0), χ˜
′
= χ˜
J0(V0)
s˜0 ,κ
for
some semisimple ℓ′-element s˜0 of J0(V0)
∗ and κ =
∏
Γ∈F ′ κΓ with κΓ is a Lusztig
symbol or partition according to Γ ∈ F0 or Γ < F0. But since the decomposition
θ˜′ = χ˜′ζ′θ′+ is not unique, κ has different choices. By the process described in [17,
§11], a carefully chosen set K of the unipotent labels κ appearing in the label of
χ˜′ in some decompositions θ˜′ = χ˜′ζ′θ′
+
is the unipotent label of the block B˜. For
symplectic groups, |K| is one or two.
In [17, §11, §13], the authors consider both conformal symplectic and con-
formal orthogonal groups. Many of their complicated considerations are for con-
formal orthogonal groups. For convenience, we list in Table 1 their results about
conformal symplectic groups and the results in [22] for symplectic groups.
Remark 3.12. We give some remarks about the notations in Table 1.
(1) B is a G˜-conjugate class of blocks of G, i.e. covered by certain block of G˜;
B˜ = Bl(G˜ | B). These sets satisfy the requirements in Theorem 2.1.
(2) Recall that for symplectic groups, degenerate Lusztig symbols are counted
once. See [22, Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.7] for notations of characters and
blocks for symplectic groups.
(3) For conformal symplectic groups, every degenerate Lusztig symbol is counted
twice and κ′ is defined as in §2.F; see [17, p.132]. For the definition of the
core of λ in the case of conformal groups, see [17, §9]. The definition of eΓ in
[17, §9] is the same as that before [22, Theorem 3.7].
Set
i IBr(B˜s˜,K ) =
λ =
∏
Γ
λΓ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ K is the core of λ
 .
Then by [18] and [17, §13], the following holds.
Lemma 3.13. There are bijections i IBr(B˜s˜,K )↔ Irr(B˜s˜,K )∩E(G˜, s˜)↔ IBr(B˜s˜,K ),
denoted by λ 7→ χs˜,λ 7→ φs˜,λ.
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Table 1: Blocks of G and G˜
cases conditions B B˜ Irr(B˜) ∩ E(G˜, ℓ′)
(I) mX+1(s) = 0 Bs,κ
B˜s˜z˜,{κ},
z˜ ∈ Z(G˜∗)ℓ′
χs˜z˜,λ,
{κ} = core of λ
(II)
κX+1 , Ø
non-degenerate
2 rk κX+1 = mX+1(s)
Bs,κ,i,
i = 0, 1
B˜s˜z˜,{κ},
z˜ ∈ Z(G˜∗)ℓ′
χs˜z˜,λ,
{κ} = core of λ
(III)
κX+1 , Ø
degenerate
2 rk κX+1 = mX+1(s)
Bs,κ
B˜s˜z˜,K ,
z˜ ∈ Z(G˜∗)ℓ′
K = {κ} or {κ′}
χs˜z˜,λ,
K = core of λ
(IV)
κX+1 = Ø
mX+1(s) , 0
Bs,κ
B˜s˜z˜,{κ},
z˜ ∈ Z(G˜∗)ℓ′
χs˜z˜,λ,
{κ} = core of λ
(V)
κX+1 , Ø
non-degenerate
2 rk κX+1 < mX+1(s)
Bs,κ,i,
i = 0, 1
B˜s˜z˜,{κ},
z˜ ∈ Z(G˜∗)ℓ′
χs˜z˜,λ,
{κ} = core of λ
(VI)
κX+1 , Ø
degenerate
2 rk κX+1 < mX+1(s)
Bs,κ
B˜s˜z˜,{κ,κ′},
z˜ ∈ Z(G˜∗)ℓ′
χs˜z˜,λ,
{κ, κ′} = core of λ
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4 The blockwise Alperin weight conjecture for G˜
In this section, we classify the weights of G˜ and prove the blockswise Alperin
weight conjecture for G˜.
4.A Let (R˜, ϕ˜) be a weight of G˜ belonging to the block B˜ with label (s˜,K) as
above. Then ϕ˜ is of the form ϕ˜ = IndN˜
N˜(θ˜)
ψ˜, where θ˜ ∈ dz(C˜/Z(R˜)) with (R˜, θ˜) a B˜-
Brauer pair and ψ˜ ∈ dz(N˜(θ˜)/R˜ | θ˜). When θ˜ runs over a set of representatives of N˜-
conjugacy classes of dz(C˜/Z(R˜)), the above constructions give all weight characters
associated with R˜. Thus we need to consider the N˜-conjugacy classes of θ˜ and N˜(θ˜).
We first show how a result concerning RΓ,γ can be derived from [17, (6A)]
which deals with only RΓ. But we will state and prove it in the twisted group G
tw
Γ,γ
.
Here, recall that for all related constructions, we replace the two parameters mΓ, αΓ
by Γ. Let sΓ and s
∗
Γ
be as in [22, §6.B]. Let s0
Γ
, θ0
Γ
= ±R
C0
Γ
T 0
Γ
sˆ0
Γ
, θ0
Γ,γ
= θ0
Γ
⊗ Iℓγ , θ
tw
Γ,γ
be
as in [22, §6.C]. Set φ0
Γ
= sˆ0
Γ
and denote by φtw
Γ
the induced character on Z(Ctw
Γ,γ
) =
~(Z(C0
Γ
) ⊗ Iℓγ ) = ~(ZqeℓαΓ−εImΓℓγ), where ZqeℓαΓ−ε is the cyclic subgroup of Fp of
order qeℓ
αΓ
− ε.
Lemma 4.1. Let g ∈ Ntw
Γ,γ
(θtw
Γ,γ
) and z = [τtw
Γ,γ
, g], then z ∈ Z(Ctw
Γ,γ
) and the following
hold:
(1) φtw
Γ
(z) = ±1.
(2) If Γ , X + 1, φtw
Γ
(z) = 1.
(3) Assume Γ = X + 1, then φtw
X+1
(z) = 1 or −1 according as g is a square or a
non-square in Ntw
Γ,γ
/~(N0
Γ,γ
).
Proof. Recall from [22, Lemma 6.6] that Ntw
Γ,γ
= ~(N0
Γ,γ
)V tw
Γ,γ
, where N0
Γ,γ
= C0
Γ,γ
L0
Γ,γ
is a central product and V tw
Γ,γ
is as in [22, Lemma 6.6 (2)]. Also, τtw
Γ,γ
is as [22, (6.3)],
then by the definition of ~ in [22, §6.A], [τtw
Γ,γ
,Ntw
Γ,γ
] = [τtw
Γ,γ
,V tw
Γ,γ
] ≤ Z(Ctw
Γ,γ
). By
the structure of τtw
Γ,γ
and Z(Ctw
Γ,γ
), there is no loss to assume γ = 0 and thus this
lemma follows from [17, (6A)]. 
The same as for defect groups in [17, §7], for any radical subgroup R˜, N˜(θ˜) =
〈τ,N(θ˜)〉 and
N(θ˜) = N(θ˜0) ∩ N(θ+), N(θ+) ≤ N(ζ+),
where ζ+ is the linear character of Z(C+) induced by θ˜0 and θ+. Similarly as [17,
(7B)], it is ready to see from Equation (3.4) that
N(θ+) = I0(V0) ×
∏
Γ,δ,i
NΓ,δ,i(θΓ,δ,i) ≀S(tΓ,δ,i).
Note that the notations here are slightly different from those in [17]; in particular,
γ in [17] and here have different meaning. For g ∈ N, the function ωg on C˜0 is
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defined in the same way as [17, (7.5)]. Then the conclusions of [17, (7D), (7E)]
for defect groups hold for any radical subgroups from Lemma 4.1. In particular,
for any g ∈ N(θ+), ωg is a linear character of C˜0/C0Z(C+) of order 1 or 2. In the
sequel, when we refer to [17, (7D), (7E)], we mean the generalized results for all
radical subgroups. For conformal symplectic groups, [17, (7F)] can be simplified
as follows.
Lemma 4.2. Keep the above notations, then
N(θ˜) = {g ∈ N(θ+) | θ˜0ωg = θ˜0}
and N(θ˜) is a normal subgroup of N(θ+) of index 1 or 2.
Proof. The proof is the same as [17, (7F)], noting that for symplectic groups, g0 in
the decomposition g = g0g+ satisfies g0 ∈ I0(V0) and thus
g0 θ˜0 = θ˜0. 
Proposition 4.3. Keep the above notations and let cases (I)∼(VI) be as in Table 1.
|N(θ+) : N(θ˜)| =
{
1, cases (I)∼(III), (V);
2, cases (IV), (VI).
Note that
(4.4)
C˜0/ I0(V0)  〈τ+, Z(C+)〉,
C˜0/Z(C+)  〈τ0, I0(V0)〉 = J0(V0).
Then similarly as on [17, p.169], θ˜0 can be decomposed as θ˜0 = χ˜0ζ, where χ˜0 is
a character of J0(V0) and ζ is an extension to 〈τ+, Z(C+)〉 of the linear character ζ+
induced by θ+ and θ˜0. Fix a choice ζ of the extension, then all possible choices are
ζω with ω ∈ Irr(J0(V0)/ I0(V0)).
Remark 4.5. From now on, we fix an extension ζ, then χ˜0 and θ˜0 determines each
other since ζ is a linear character.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. s = i∗(s˜) can be decomposed as s = s0s+, where s0 ∈
I0(V0) and s+ ∈ I0(V+) can be determined by θ0 and θ+ respectively; see [22, §6.B].
Since (R˜, θ˜) is a B˜-Brauer pair and B˜ has label (s˜,K), then by Proposition 3.9 and
the results in [17, §11], χ˜0 can be chosen to be of the form χ˜0 = χ
J0(V0)
s˜0,κ
, where
s˜0 ∈ D0(V
∗
0
) satisfying s0 = i
∗(s˜0) and κ ∈ K . By Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.5,
N(θ˜) = {g ∈ N(θ+) | χ˜0 = χ˜0ωg}. By [17, (7E)], ωg , 1 for some g ∈ N(θ+) if and
only if mX+1(s+) , 0. For cases (I)∼(III), we then have ωg = 1 for all g ∈ N(θ+),
thus |N(θ+) : N(θ˜)| = 1. For cases (IV)∼(VI), ωg , 1 for some g ∈ N(θ+), then the
assertion follows from Remark 2.4. 
Recall that N˜-conjugacy class of θ˜ is the same as the N-conjugacy class of θ˜.
The following is essentially in the same spirit of [17, §11].
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Corollary 4.6. Let (R˜, ϕ˜) be a weight of G˜ belonging to the block B˜ with label
(s˜,K), where ϕ˜ lies over some θ˜ ∈ dz(C˜/Z(R˜)) such that (R˜, θ˜) a B˜-Brauer pair. Let
θ+ be as in (3.4). Let ClN˜(θ˜) be the N˜-conjugate class of θ˜. Denote ClN(θ+)(θ˜) =
{θ˜1 ∈ ClN˜(θ˜) | θ˜1 = θ˜1,0θ1,+, θ1,+ = θ+}. Then the set{
κ | θ˜1 = θ˜1,0θ+ ∈ ClN(θ+)(θ˜), θ˜1,0 induces χ
J0(V0)
s˜0 ,κ
}
coincides with K .
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 4.3 and Table 1. 
Remark 4.7. By the remark at the beginning of this subsection, when we construct
weight characters, we start with a representative θ˜ of an N˜-conjugacy class of
dz(C˜/Z(R˜)). We fix a way to choose such a representative. Recall that θ˜ = θ˜0θ+ has
two parts: the 0-part θ˜0 and the +-part θ+. Since Γ determines an NΓ-conjugacy
class in dz(CΓ/RΓ), once we fix θΓ ∈ dz(CΓ/RΓ) for each Γ, we fix the way to choose
θ+; as in [17, §7], call it normalized. For cases (I)∼(III), (V) and any N˜-conjugacy
class of dz(C˜/Z(R˜)), by Proposition 4.3, there is only one θ˜ in it whose +-part
θ+ is normalized; we take this θ˜ as the representative of this N˜-conjugacy class.
For cases (IV), (VI) and any N˜-conjugacy class of dz(C˜/Z(R˜)), by Proposition 4.3,
there are two θ˜ in it whose +-part θ+ is normalized. We can take either of the two
choices as the representative of this N˜-conjugacy class, but once we fix one, we
should always use that one.
Remark 4.8. For the proof of Lemma 5.3, we make a convention related to Remark
2.4 and Remark 4.5. Fixing an extension ζ as in Remark 4.5 gives a decomposition
s˜ = s˜0 s˜+, where χ˜0 = χ
J0(V0)
s˜0,κ
as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. Let s, s˜ and the
labels for characters in Irr(G˜) are as in Remark 2.4; but let z˜0 be a generator of
Z(G˜∗)ℓ′ . We start with G˜ of a fixed dimension 2n, and consider blocks with labels
(s˜z˜i
0
,K), where i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , (q − 1)ℓ′ − 1} if mX+1(s) = 0 while i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , (q −
1)ℓ′/2 − 1} if mX+1(s) , 0. Then we have a fixed symplectic space V0 and the
conformal symplectic group J0(V0) over V0. Thus we can fix particular ζ’s for all
blocks with labels (s˜z˜i
0
,K) such that the induced characters of J0(V0) are χ
J0(V0)
s˜0 z˜
i
0
,κ
’s.
4.B In this subsection, we label the weights of G˜ and prove the blockwise Alperin
weight conjecture for G˜. We start with a lemma about construction of characters
under some ad hoc conditions.
Lemma 4.9. Let K = K0 ×Z K+ be a central product over Z = K0 ∩ K+. Assume
θ˜ = θ˜0θ+ is a character of K. Denote by ζ+ the linear character of Z induced by θ˜0
and θ+. Let H = K0H+ be such that K0 ∩H+ = Z, K0 E H, K+ EH+ EH. Assume
H+ stabilizes θ˜0 and θ+, and assume [K0,H+] ≤ Ker ζ+. Let ψ+ ∈ Irr(H+ | θ+) and
define ψ := θ˜0ψ+ by ψ(k0h+) = θ˜0(k0)ψ+(h+) for any k0 ∈ K0 and h+ ∈ H+. Then ψ
is an irreducible character of H.
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Proof. By the assumption, we have Irr(Z | ψ+) = {ζ+}. Let ρ0 : K0 → GL(V0),
ρ+ : H+ → GL(V+) be representations affording θ˜0, ψ+ respectively. Define ρ :
H → GL(V0 ⊗ V+), k0h+ 7→ ρ0(k0) ⊗ ρ+(h+). We first check that this map is well
defined. Assume k0h+ = k
′
0h
′
+, then k
−1
0 k
′
0 = h+h
′
+
−1 ∈ Z and
ρ(k′0h
′
+
) = ρ0(k
′
0) ⊗ ρ+(h
′
+
) = ρ0(k0k
−1
0 k
′
0) ⊗ ρ+(h
′
+
)
= ρ0(k0)ζ+(k
−1
0 k
′
0) ⊗ ρ+(h
′
+
) = ρ0(k0) ⊗ ζ+(h+h
′
+
−1)ρ+(h
′
+
)
= ρ0(k0) ⊗ ρ+(h+h
′
+
−1
h′+) = ρ0(k0) ⊗ ρ+(h+) = ρ(k0h+).
To show that ρ is multiplicative, note that k0h+k
′
0h
′
+ = k0k
′
0[k
′
0
−1, h+]h+h
′
+, then
ρ(k0h+k
′
0h
′
+) = ρ0(k0k
′
0[k
′
0
−1
, h+]) ⊗ ρ+(h+h
′
+)
= ρ0(k0k
′
0)ζ+([k
′
0
−1
, h+]) ⊗ ρ+(h+h
′
+)
= ρ0(k0)ρ0(k
′
0) ⊗ ρ+(h+)ρ+(h
′
+)
=
(
ρ0(k0) ⊗ ρ+(h+)
)(
ρ0(k
′
0) ⊗ ρ+(h
′
+
)
)
= ρ(k0h+)ρ(k
′
0h
′
+
).
Thus ρ is a representation of H. To see that ρ is irreducible, it suffices to note that ρ
can be lifted to K0×H+ via the surjective homomorphism K0×H+ → H, (k0, h+) 7→
k0h+. 
Set CΓ,δ = ∪i dz(NΓ,δ,i(θΓ,δ,i)/RΓ,δ,i | θΓ,δ,i) and assume CΓ,δ = {ψΓ,δ,i, j} with
ψΓ,δ,i, j a character of NΓ,δ,i(θΓ,δ,i). Note that CΓ,δ here is different from but in bi-
jection with that in [22, §6.B]. Here, we define CΓ,δ as above so that we can use
Lemma 4.9 to construct dz(N˜(θ˜)/R˜ | θ˜) from dz(N+(θ+)/R+ | θ+).
Recall that N := NG(R) can be decomposed as N = N0 × N+. From Equation
(3.4), we have N+(θ+) =
∏
Γ,δ,i NΓ,δ,i(θΓ,δ,i) ≀S(tΓ,δ,i). Any ψ+ ∈ dz(N+(θ+)/R+ | θ+)
can be decomposed as ψ+ =
∏
Γ,δ,i ψΓ,δ,i, where ψΓ,δ,i is a character of NΓ,δ,i(θΓ,δ,i) ≀
S(tΓ,δ,i). Then by Clifford theory, ψΓ,δ,i is of the form
(4.10) Ind
NΓ,δ,i(θΓ,δ,i)≀S(tΓ,δ,i)
NΓ,δ,i(θΓ,δ,i)≀
∏
jS(tΓ,δ,i, j)
∏
j
ψ
tΓ,δ,i, j
Γ,δ,i, j
·
∏
j
φκΓ,δ,i, j ,
where tΓ,δ,i =
∑
j tΓ,δ,i, j,
∏
j ψ
tΓ,δ,i, j
Γ,δ,i, j
is the canonical extension of
∏
j ψ
tΓ,δ,i, j
Γ,δ,i, j
∈ Irr(N
tΓ,δ,i
Γ,δ,i
)
to NΓ,δ,i ≀
∏
jS(tΓ,δ,i, j) as in the proof of [4, Proposition 2.3.1], κΓ,δ,i, j ⊢ tΓ,δ,i, j with-
out ℓ-hook and φκΓ,δ,i, j is the character of S(tΓ,δ,i, j) corresponding to κΓ,δ,i, j. Now,
define KΓ : ∪δCΓ,δ → {ℓ-cores}, ψΓ,δ,i, j 7→ κΓ,δ,i, j and K =
∏
Γ KΓ. We call K the
label of ψ+, which will be denoted as ψ+,K from now on.
As before, the block B˜ of G˜ with label (s˜,K) is denoted by B˜s˜,K . Denote by
iW0
s˜,K
the set of K’s satisfying
∑
δ,i, j ℓ
δ|KΓ(ψΓ,δ,i, j)| = wΓ and mΓ(s) = mΓ(s0) +
βΓeΓwΓ, where βΓ = 1 or 2 according to Γ < F0 or Γ ∈ F0. Then by the above
constructions, iW0
s˜,K
is in bijection with the set ∪{(R˜,θ˜)∈B˜}/∼N˜ dz(N+(θ+)/R+ | θ+),
where (R˜, θ˜) runs over an N˜-transversal of Brauer pairs (R˜, θ˜) belonging to the block
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B˜s˜,K . Denote this bijection as K 7→ ψ+,K . Recall that for any K ∈ iW
0
s˜,K
, K′ is
defined as in the paragraph before [22, Proposition 6.25].
Lemma 4.11. Assume it is the case (IV) or (VI) in Table 1, α ∈ Irr
(
N+(θ+)/N+(θ˜)
)
is the unique non-trivial character, then α · ψ+,K = ψ+,K′ .
Proof. Recall that N+(θ+) =
∏
Γ,δ,i NΓ,δ,i(θΓ,δ,i) ≀S(tΓ,δ,i). By [17, (7E)] and Lemma
4.2, NΓ,δ,i(θΓ,δ,i) ≀ S(tΓ,δ,i) ≤ N+(θ˜) for Γ , X + 1. So there is no loss to assume
that N+(θ+) =
∏
δ,i NX+1,δ,i ≀ S(tδ,i); note that NX+1,δ,i(θX+1,δ,i) = NX+1,δ,i. Since
NX+1,δ,i ≀ S(tδ,i)  N+(θ˜) for each component, we may assume there is only one
component in the radical subgroup R+ = R
t
X+1,δ,i
. Thus N+(θ+) = NX+1,δ,i ≀S(t) and
ψ+ = Ind
NX+1,δ,i ≀S(t)
NX+1,δ,i ≀
∏
j S(t j)
∏
j
ψ
t j
X+1,δ,i, j
·
∏
j
φκX+1,δ,i, j .
So
α · ψ+ = Ind
NX+1,δ,i≀S(t)
NX+1,δ,i≀
∏
jS(t j)
∏
j
(Res
N+(θ+)
NX+1,δ,i
α · ψX+1,δ,i, j)
t j ·
∏
j
φκX+1,δ,i, j .
By [17, (7E)] again, Res
N+(θ+)
NX+1,δ,i
α , 1 and
Res
N+(θ+)
NX+1,δ,i
α · ψX+1,δ,i, j = ψX+1,δ,i, j′ ,
where ψX+1,δ,i, j′ is as in [22, Lemma 6.24]. Thus α · ψ+,K = ψ+,K′ by the definition
of K′. 
Now, set iWs˜,K = iW
0
s˜,K
for cases (I)∼(III) and (V), and set
iWs˜,K =
{
{K,K′} | K , K′ ∈ iW0
s˜,K
}
∪
{
(K, i) | K = K′ ∈ iW0
s˜,K
, i ∈ Z/2Z
}
for cases (IV) and (VI).
Proposition 4.12. Assume B˜ is a block of G˜ with label (s˜,K), then Alp(B˜) is in
bijection with iWs˜,K .
Proof. Recall that iW0
s˜,K
is in bijection with ∪{(R˜,θ˜)∈B˜}/∼N˜ dz(N+(θ+)/R+ | θ+).
(1) Assume it is either of the cases (I)∼(III). Then by Proposition 4.3 and its
proof, N+(θ+) = N+(θ˜0) ∩ N+(θ+) = N+(θ˜) and ωg = 1 for any g ∈ N+(θ+). By
the definition of ωg ([17, (7.5)]), [C˜0,N+(θ+)] ≤ Ker ζ+, where ζ+ is the linear
character of Z(C+) induced by θ˜0 and θ+. Then by applying Lemma 4.9 to C˜ =
C˜0C+ and N˜(θ˜) = C˜0N+(θ+), K 7→ ψK := θ˜ψ+,K gives a bijection from iW
0
s˜,K
to
∪{(R˜,θ˜)∈B˜}/∼N˜ dz(N˜(θ˜)/R˜ | θ˜). By Clifford theory, the later set is in bijection with the
set of B˜-weights via ψK 7→ Ind
N˜
N˜(θ˜)
ψK and thus the assertion holds in this case.
(2) Assume it is the case (V). Then by Proposition 4.3 and its proof, N+(θ+) =
N+(θ˜0) ∩ N+(θ+) = N+(θ˜) but ωg , 1 for some g ∈ N+(θ+). We can not apply
Lemma 4.9 directly. Let Cˆ0 = 〈τ
2,C0Z(C+)〉. As in the proof of Proposition 4.3,
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θ˜0 = χ˜0ζ with χ˜0 = χ
J0(V0)
s˜0 ,κ
, where K = {κ}. Then ResC˜0
Cˆ0
θ˜0 has two irreducible
constituents since ResC˜0
C0
θ˜0 = Res
J0(V0)
I0(V0)
χ˜0 has two irreducible constituents by [22,
Theorem 3.2]. Let θˆ
(0)
0
and θˆ
(1)
0
be the two irreducible constituents of ResC˜0
Cˆ0
θ˜0. By
[17, (7E)], ResC˜0
Cˆ0
ωg = 1, which means [Cˆ0,N+(θ+)] ≤ Ker ζ+ by definition of ωg.
Then by applying Lemma 4.9 to Cˆ := Cˆ0C+ and Nˆ(θ˜) := Cˆ0N+(θ+), there is a
character ψˆK := θˆ
(0)
0
ψ+,K ∈ dz(Nˆ(θ˜)/R˜). Then ψK = Ind
N˜(θ˜)
Nˆ(θ˜)
ψˆK ∈ dz(N˜(θ˜)/R˜ | θ˜).
If we start with θˆ
(1)
0
, we get the same ψK . This gives a bijection from iW
0
s˜,K
to
∪{(R˜,θ˜)∈B˜}/∼N˜ dz(N˜(θ˜)/R˜ | θ˜), and proves the assertion in this case by Clifford theory
again.
(3) Assume it is the case (IV) or (VI). Then |N+(θ+) : N+(θ˜)| = 2 and ωg = 1 for
any g ∈ N+(θ˜), thus [C˜0,N+(θ˜)] ≤ Ker ζ+. This case is divided into two sub-cases.
(3.1) Assume K , K′. By Lemma 4.11 and Clifford theory, ψ0
+,K
:= Res
N+(θ+)
N+(θ˜)
ψ+,K
is irreducible. Applying Lemma 4.9 to C˜ = C˜0C+, N˜(θ˜) = C˜0N+(θ˜) and ψ
0
+,K
,
there is an irreducible character ψ0
K
:= θ˜0ψ
0
+,K
of N˜(θ˜). Then IndN˜
N˜(θ˜)
ψ0
K
gives a
weight associated to R˜. If we start with ψ+,K′ , we will get the same weight, since
Res
N+(θ+)
N+(θ˜)
ψ+,K = Res
N+(θ+)
N+(θ˜)
ψ+,K′ . Give this weight the label {K,K
′}.
(3.2) Assume K = K′. By Lemma 4.11 and Clifford theory, Res
N+(θ+)
N+(θ˜)
ψ+,K
has two irreducible constituents, denoted as ψ
(i)
+,K
, i ∈ Z/2Z. Applying Lemma
4.9 to C˜ = C˜0C+, N˜(θ˜) = C˜0N+(θ˜) and ψ
(i)
+,K
, there is an irreducible character
ψ
(i)
K
:= θ˜0ψ
(i)
+,K
of N˜(θ˜). Then IndN˜
N˜(θ˜)
ψ
(i)
K
gives a weight associated to R˜. Give this
weight the label (K, i).
Combining (3.1) and (3.2), we have a bijection from iWs˜,K to Alp(B˜), which
proves the assertion in this case. 
Denote the conjugacy class of weights corresponding by the above Proposition
to K ∈ iWs˜,K for cases (I)∼(III) and (V) by wK or ws˜,K ,K; denote the conjugacy
class of weights corresponding to {K,K′} ∈ iWs˜,K for cases (IV) and (VI) by
w{K,K′} or ws˜,K ,{K,K′} and the conjugacy class of weights corresponding to (K, i) ∈
iWs˜,K for cases (IV) and (VI) by w(K,i) or ws˜,K ,(K,i).
Recall that |CΓ,δ| = βΓeΓℓ
δ by [3, (4A)]. By [2, (1A)], there is a bijection be-
tween iW0
s˜,K
and the following set
iW
q,0
s˜,K
=
Q =
∏
Γ
QΓ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ QΓ = (Q
(1)
Γ
, · · · ,Q
(βΓeΓ)
Γ
),
QΓ’s are partitions,
∑βΓeΓ
i=1
|Q
(i)
Γ
| = wΓ.

For QX+1 = (λ1, . . . , λe, µ1, . . . , µe), define (QX+1)
′
= (µ1, . . . , µe, λ1, . . . , λe), and
define Q′ by Q′
Γ
= QΓ for Γ , X + 1 and Q
′
X+1
= (QX+1)
′. So if K corresponds
to Q, K′ corresponds to Q′. Similarly as before, set iW
q
s˜,K
= iW
q,0
s˜,K
for cases
(I)∼(III) and (V), and set
iW
q
s˜,K
=
{
{Q,Q′} | Q , Q′ ∈ iW
q,0
s˜,K
}
∪
{
(Q, i) | Q = Q′ ∈ iW
q,0
s˜,K
, i ∈ Z/2Z
}
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for cases (IV) and (VI). Then iW
q
s˜,K
is in bijection with iWs˜,K and thus with
W(B˜s˜,K ). Denote the conjugacy class of weights corresponding to Q ∈ iW
q
s˜,K
for cases (I)∼(III) and (V) by wQ or ws˜,K ,Q; denote the conjugacy class of weights
corresponding to {Q,Q′} ∈ iW
q
s˜,K
for cases (IV) and (VI) by w{Q,Q′} or ws˜,K ,{Q,Q′}
and the conjugacy class of weights corresponding to (Q, i) ∈ iW
q
s˜,K
for cases (IV)
and (VI) by w(Q,i) or ws˜,K ,(Q,i).
Now, Theorem 1 follows from the following explicit bijection.
Theorem 4.13. Let B˜ = B˜s˜,K be a block of G˜. Keep the notations above and those
of Lemma 3.13.
(1) Assume it is either of the cases (I)∼(III) and (V) with K = {κ}. Then there is a
bijection
Ω˜B˜ : IBr(B˜s˜,{κ}) ←→ Alp(B˜s˜,{κ})
satisfying that if Ω˜B˜(φs˜,λ) = ws˜,K ,Q, then λΓ = κΓ ∗ QΓ. Note that if it is the
case (II) or (III), then λX+1 = κX+1.
(2) Assume it is the case (IV) with K = {κ} and κX+1 = Ø or the case (VI) with
K = {κ, κ′} and κX+1 , Ø degenerate. Then there is a bijection
Ω˜B˜ : IBr(B˜s˜,K ) ←→ Alp(B˜s˜,K )
satisfying that if Ω˜B˜(φs˜,λ) = ws˜,K ,{Q,Q′} or ws˜,K ,(Q,i), then
(i) λΓ = κΓ ∗ QΓ for Γ , X + 1;
(ii) λX+1 = κX+1 ∗ QΓ if Q , Q
′;
(iii) λX+1 = κX+1 ∗ (Q, i) if Q = Q
′.
Proof. The theorem follows obviously from the §2.E. 
5 The inductive condition
In this section, we verify the inductive condition for the cases in Theorem 2.
Let E be the set of field automorphisms on G˜ andB be as in Table 1. Then (G˜E)B ≤
(G˜E)B holds obviously for any B ∈ B˜. We first remark that the part (i) of Theorem
2.1 holds. The first and the second requirements are obvous. The rest follows from
the fact that G˜/G is cyclic.
5.A In this subsection, we prove part (ii) of Theorem 2.1. Set Ω˜G˜ = ∪B˜∈Bl(G˜)Ω˜B˜,
where Ω˜B˜ is the bijection in Theorem 4.13
Lemma 5.1. Assume the decomposition matrix with respect to E(G˜, ℓ′) is unitri-
angular. Then the bijecition Ω˜G˜ is Aut(G)-equivariant.
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Proof. It suffices to consider a field automorphism σ ∈ E.
Let χs˜,λ ∈ Irr(G˜), then by [9, Theorem 3.1], χ
σ
s˜,λ
= χ˜σ∗(s˜),σ∗(λ), where σ
∗ is
the corresponding field automorphism on G˜∗ via duality as in [9, Definition 2.1]
and σ∗(λ)σ∗(Γ) = λΓ; see also [22, Theorem 5.2] and the proof of [22, Proposition
5.6]. By the assumption on the decomposition matrices and [9, Lemma 7.5], the
labels of irreducible Brauer characters in Lemma 3.13 can be chosen to satisfy that
φσ
s˜,λ
= φσ∗(s˜),σ∗(λ). Let B˜s˜,K be a block of G˜, then B˜
σ
s˜,K
= B˜σ∗(s˜),σ∗(K), where σ
∗(K)
is similarly defined.
Let (R˜, ϕ˜) be a B˜s˜,K -weight; we use the notations in the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.12. Assume (R˜, ϕ˜) has label (s˜,K ,K) or (s˜,K , {K,K′}). Then (R˜, ϕ)σ is
a B˜σ∗(s˜),σ∗(K)-weight. Assume ϕ˜ comes from a Brauer pair (R˜, θ˜) and is constructed
from ψ+,K ∈ dz(N+(θ+)/R+ | θ+) as in Proposition 4.12. By [22, Proposition 6.20],
ψσ
+,K
= ψ+,σ∗(K) up to N+-conjugate, where σ
∗(K) is defined similarly as before.
Thus (R˜, ϕ)σ has label (σ∗(s˜), σ∗(K), σ∗(K)) or (σ∗(s˜), σ∗(K), {σ∗(K), σ∗(K)′}).
Assume (R˜, ϕ˜) has label (s˜,K , (K, i)) with K = K′. We claim that (ψ
(i)
+,K
)σ =
ψ
(i)
+,σ∗(K)
up to N+-conjugate, whose proof is left to Lemma 5.2. Thus (R˜, ϕ)
σ has
label (σ∗(s˜), σ∗(K), (σ∗(K), i)).
Now, it is easy to see that the bijection in Theorem 4.13 is equivariant. 
Lemma 5.2. With the notation in the proof of the above lemma, (ψ
(i)
+,K
)σ = ψ
(i)
+,σ∗(K)
up to N+-conjugate.
Proof. To avoid constant use of “up to conjugate”, we transfer to twisted groups.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.11, we may assume Rtw+ = (R
tw
X+1,γ,c
)t. Thus Ntw+ (θ
tw
+ ) =
Ntw
X+1,γ,c
≀S(t) and
ψtw
+,K = Ind
Ntw
X+1,γ,c
≀S(t)
Ntw
X+1,γ,c
≀
∏
jS(t j)
∏
j
(ψtw
X+1, j
)t j ·
∏
j
φκX+1, j .
Then K is defined as ψX+1, j 7→ κX+1, j. Since N
tw
X+1,γ,c
/Rtw
X+1,γ,c
 Ntw
X+1,γ
/Rtw
X+1,γ
×
NS(ℓ|c|)(Ac)/Ac, we may assume c = 0. By [22, Lemma 6.15], we may assume
γ = 0.
Note that | dz(NX+1/RX+1 | θX+1)| = 2e and by [22, Lemma 6.23, Lemma 6.24]
the characters in dz(NX+1/RX+1 | θX+1) can be labelled as ψX+1,1, ψX+1,1′ , · · · , ψX+1,e, ψX+1,e′ .
Since K = K′, κX+1, j = κX+1, j′ by the definition of K
′; in particular, t j = t j′ . Thus
ψtw
+,K = Ind
Ntw
X+1
≀S(t)
Ntw
X+1
≀
∏e
j=1(S(t j)×S(t j))
e∏
j=1
(ψtw
X+1, j
)t j (ψtw
X+1, j′
)t j ·
∏
j
φκX+1, jφκX+1, j .
Let T,V be as in the proof of [22, Lemma 6.23], thus Ntw
X+1
= TV . Set N¯tw
X+1
=
Ntw
X+1
/T and use the bar convention. Set B0 =
{
(n1, · · · , nt) | ni ∈ N
tw
X+1
, n¯1 · · · n¯t ∈ V¯
2
}
.
By Lemma 4.2 and [17, (7E)], N+(θ˜) = B0⋊S(t). To prove this lemma, it is equiv-
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alent to prove a similar assertion for the following character
Ind
Ntw
X+1
≀S(t)
Ntw
X+1
≀
∏e
j=1(S(t j)×S(t j))
e∏
j=1
(ψtw
X+1, j
)t j (ψtw
X+1, j′
)t j ,
which, for convenience, is still denoted by ψ+,K . Then
Res
Ntw+ (θ+)
Ntw+ (θ˜)
ψtw
+,K = Ind
B0⋊S(t)
B0⋊
∏e
j=1(S(t j)×S(t j))
Res
Ntw
X+1
≀
∏e
j=1(S(t j)×S(t j))
B0⋊
∏e
j=1(S(t j)×S(t j))
e∏
j=1
(ψtw
X+1, j
)t j (ψtw
X+1, j′
)t j .
Set Ntw
+,0
(θ˜) =
(
B0 ⋊
∏e
j=1 S(t j) ×S(t j)
)
⋊ S(2), where the action of S(2) trans-
poses each pair (ψtw
X+1, j
, ψtw
X+1, j′
). Note that ψtw
X+1, j′
= αψtw
X+1, j
by the proof of [22,
Lemma 6.23], where α is the unique character of V¯ of order 2. Then by the defini-
tion of B0, N
tw
+,0
(θ˜) fixes
Res
Ntw
X+1
≀
∏e
j=1(S(t j)×S(t j))
B0⋊
∏e
j=1(S(t j)×S(t j))
e∏
j=1
(ψtw
X+1, j
)t j (ψtw
X+1, j′
)t j .
Thus this character has two extensions to Ntw
+,0
(θ˜), denoted as ψ(0)
+,K,0
and ψ(1)
+,K,0
. So
Ind
Ntw+ (θ˜)
Ntw
+,0
(θ˜)
ψ
(i)
+,K,0
’s are the two irreducible constituents of Res
Ntw+ (θ+)
Ntw+ (θ˜)
ψtw
+,K
; we may set
ψ
(i),tw
+,K
= Ind
Ntw+ (θ˜)
Ntw
+,0
(θ˜)
ψ
(i)
+,K,0
, where ψ
(i),tw
+,K
is the twisted version of ψ
(i)
+,K
.
By [22, Lemma 6.17], σ fixes
Res
Ntw
X+1
≀
∏e
j=1(S(t j)×S(t j))
B0⋊
∏e
j=1(S(t j)×S(t j))
e∏
j=1
(ψtw
X+1, j
)t j (ψtw
X+1, j′
)t j .
Since the above character is a linear character, σ fixes both the extensions ψ
(i)
+,K,0
’s,
and thus fixes ψ
(i),tw
+,K
, which means that (ψ
(i)
+,K
)σ = ψ
(i)
+,σ∗(K)
up to N+-conjugate. 
Recall that B˜ = Bl(G˜ | B). Set IBr(B˜) = ∪B˜∈B˜ IBr(B˜) and Alp(B˜) = ∪B˜∈B˜Alp(B˜).
Denote by Ω˜B˜ the restriction of Ω˜
G˜ to IBr(B˜). As a corollary of Lemma 5.1, Ω˜B˜ is
EB-equivariant. Since the bijection Ω˜
G˜ comes from the blockwise bijections Ω˜B˜,
Ω˜B˜(IBr(B˜)) = Alp(B˜) for every B˜ ∈ B˜.
Lemma 5.3. Assume the decomposition matrix with respect to E(G˜, ℓ′) is unitri-
angular. Then Ω˜B˜ is IBr(G˜/G)-equivariant.
Proof. First, by [13, Lemma 2.3] and the assumption on the decomposition matrix,
it suffices to prove the same statement for the irreducible ordinary characters cor-
responding to irreducible Brauer characters in IBr(B˜ | R˜). Recall that the action of
Irr(G˜/G) on Irr(G˜) is described in Remark 2.4.
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We use the construction of weights in Proposition 4.12 to consider the action
of IBr(G˜/G) = Irr(G˜/G)ℓ′ on weights. First note that C˜ = 〈τ,C〉 and N˜ = 〈τ,N〉,
thus C˜/C  N˜/N  G˜/G, we can identify Irr(G˜/G) with Irr(C˜/C) and Irr(N˜/N) by
restriction. To simplify the notation, we abbreviate ResG˜
N˜
and ResG˜
C˜
.
Let s˜, z˜0, s˜0 be as in Remark 4.8. It suffices to consider the action of ̂˜z0.
Assume it is the case (1) in the proof of Proposition 4.12, then the weight
(R˜, ϕ˜) has the label of the form (s˜z˜i
0
, {κ},K). We may assume 0 ≤ i ≤ (q−1)ℓ′/2−1
for cases (II) and (III). In these cases, N˜(θ+) = N˜(θ˜). By the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.12, the weight character ϕ˜ is of the form ϕ˜ = IndN˜
N˜(θ˜)
θ˜0ψ+,K . Then ̂˜z0ϕ˜ =
IndN˜
N˜(θ+)
(̂˜z0θ˜0)ψ+,K . By Remark 4.8, θ˜0 induces a character χs˜0 z˜i0,κ of J0(V0). By
Remark 4.5, ̂˜z0θ˜0 is determined by ̂˜z0χs˜0 z˜i0,κ. Thus by Remark 2.4, ̂˜z0ϕ˜ is the weight
character associated with R˜ with label
(a) (s˜z˜i+1
0
, {κ},K) for case (I), case (II) or (III) and i < (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1;
(b) (s˜, {κ},K) for case (II) and i = (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1;
(c) (s˜, {κ′},K) for case (III) and i = (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1.
Assume it is the case (2) in the proof of Proposition 4.12 i.e. it is the case
(V), then the weight (R˜, ϕ˜) has the label of the form (s˜z˜i
0
, {κ},K). We may assume
0 ≤ i ≤ (q−1)ℓ′/2−1. In this case, N˜(θ+) = N˜(θ˜). By the proof of Proposition 4.12,
the weight character ϕ˜ is of the form ϕ˜ = IndN˜
N˜(θ˜)
ψK with ψK = Ind
N˜(θ˜)
Nˆ(θ˜)
θˆ
(i)
0
ψ+,K ,
i = 0 or 1. Thus ̂˜z0ϕ˜ = IndN˜N˜(θ˜) ̂˜z0ψK and ̂˜z0ψK is determined by ̂˜z0θ˜0 by construction.
Then by the same arguments in the above paragraph, ̂˜z0ϕ˜ is the weight character
associated with R˜ with label (s˜z˜i+1
0
, {κ},K) if i < (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1 and (s˜, {κ},K) if
i = (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1.
It remains to consider the case (3) in the proof of Proposition 4.12, i.e. it is the
case (IV) or (VI), in which cases, N˜(θ+) , N˜(θ˜).
Assume it is the case (IV), then the weight (R˜, ϕ˜) has the label of the form
(s˜z˜i
0
, {κ}, {K,K′}) or (s˜z˜i
0
, {κ}, (K, j)) with j ∈ Z/2Z. Assume first the label is
(s˜z˜i
0
, {κ}, {K,K′}) with K , K′. We may assume 0 ≤ i ≤ (q−1)ℓ′/2−1. By the proof
of Proposition 4.12, the weight character ϕ˜ is of the form ϕ˜ = IndN˜
N˜(θ˜)
θ˜0ψ
0
+,K
. Then̂˜z0ϕ˜ = IndN˜N˜(θ+)(̂˜z0θ˜0)ψ0+,K . By Remark 4.8, θ˜0 induces a character χs˜0 z˜i0,κ of J0(V0).
By Remark 4.5, ̂˜z0θ˜0 is determined by ̂˜z0χs˜0 z˜i0,κ. If i < (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1, by Remark
2.4, ̂˜z0ϕ˜ is the weight character associated with R˜ with label (s˜z˜i+10 , {κ}, {K,K′}). If
i = (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1, ̂˜z0χs˜0 z˜i0,κ = χ−s˜,κ. By Proposition 4.3 and its proof, there is
g+ ∈ N+(θ+)−N+(θ˜) such that χ−s˜,κ = χ
g+
s˜,κ
. By Remark 4.7, we should always start
with θ˜0 corresponding to χs˜,κ to label the weights. Thus ̂˜z0ϕ˜ = IndN˜N˜(θ+) θ˜g+0 ψ0+,K =
IndN˜
N˜(θ+)
θ˜0(
g+ψ0
+,K
) = IndN˜
N˜(θ+)
θ˜0ψ
0
+,K
, which has label (s˜, {κ}, {K,K′}). In summary,̂˜z0ϕ˜ is the weight character associated with R˜ with label
(a) (s˜z˜i+1
0
, {κ}, {K,K′}) if i < (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1;
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(b) (s˜, {κ}, {K,K′}) if i = (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1.
Assume then the label is (s˜z˜i
0
, {κ}, (K, j)) with K = K′ and j ∈ Z/2Z. We may
assume 0 ≤ i ≤ (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1. By the proof of Proposition 4.12, the weight
character ϕ˜ is of the form ϕ˜ = IndN˜
N˜(θ˜)
θ˜0ψ
( j)
+,K
. Then ̂˜z0ϕ˜ = IndN˜N˜(θ+)(̂˜z0θ˜0)ψ( j)+,K .
Thus the result can be obtained similarly as above, noting that g+ψ
( j)
+,K
= ψ
( j+1)
+,K
. In
summary, ̂˜z0ϕ˜ is the weight character associated with R˜ with label
(a) (s˜z˜i+1
0
, {κ}, (K, j)) if i < (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1;
(b) (s˜, {κ}, (K, j + 1)) if i = (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1.
The result for case (VI) is similar with {κ} replaced by {κ, κ′} and can be proved
in the same way, noting that when i = (q − 1)ℓ′/2 − 1, χ−s˜0 ,κ should be replaced by
χs˜0 ,κ′ for case (VI).
Then it is easy to see that the bijection in Theorem 4.13 is equivariant under
the action of Irr(G˜/G)ℓ′ , which proves this lemma. 
5.B In this subsection, we finish the proof of Theorem 2. Since Out(G) is abelian,
it suffices to verify parts (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 2.1, and in fact, the requirements
in parts (iii) and (iv) are satisfied for any χ ∈ IBr(G) and any ψ ∈ dz(NG(R)/R)
respectively. This would complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 5.4. Assume the decomposition matrix with respect to E(G, ℓ′) is unitri-
angular. Then for any χ ∈ IBr(G),
(1) (G˜ ⋊ E)χ = G˜χ ⋊ Eχ,
(2) χ extends to G ⋊ Eχ.
Proof. By [11, Theorem 3.1], (G˜ ⋊ E)χ = G˜χ ⋊ Eχ holds for any χ ∈ Irr(G). By
[18], E(G, ℓ′) is a basic set of Irr(G). Then (1) follows from the assumption about
the decomposition matrix with respect to E(G, ℓ′) and [9, Lemma 7.5]. Since E is
cyclic, (2) obviously holds. 
Lemma 5.5. Let R = R0 × R1 × · · · × Ru be a radical subgroup of G, where R0
is a trivial group and Ri = Rmi,αi,γi,ci (i ≥ 1) is a basic subgroup. For any ψ ∈
dz(NG(R)/R), there exists some x ∈ G˜ with
(1) (G˜E)R,ψ = G˜R,ψ(GE)R,ψ,
(2) ψ extends to (G ⋊ E)R,ψ.
Proof. To prove this lemma, we transfer to the twisted groups as in [10, Proposition
5.3]. Let v, g, ι be as in [22, Lemma 6.7]. Let G˜tw = G˜vF . Then ι can be extended
to a surjective homomorphism
ι : G˜tw ⋊ Eˆ → G˜ ⋊ E
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where Eˆ = 〈Fˆp〉 is the set of field automorphisms on G˜
tw. Note that Ker ι = 〈vFˆq〉,
where Fˆq = Fˆ
f
p . Let R
tw
= ι−1(R) and ψtw = ψ ◦ ι. By [22, Lemma 6.8], σ(Rtw) =
Rtw for any σ ∈ Eˆ and NG˜twEˆ(R
tw) = NG˜tw(R
tw) ⋊ Eˆ. Then by a similar arguments
of [10, Proposition 5.3], it suffices to prove the following
(1’) (NG˜tw(R
tw)⋊ Eˆ)ψtw = NG˜tw(R
tw)ψtw ⋊ Eˆψtw ,
(2’) ψtw can be extended to a character ψ˜tw of NGtw(R
tw) ⋊ Eˆψtw with vFˆq ∈
Ker ψ˜tw.
(1’) follows from [22, Proposition 6.20, Proposition 6.25] and their proofs. For
(2’), note that vFˆq acts trivially on G
tw. Thus we can view ψtw as a character of
NGtw(R
tw) ⋊ 〈Fˆq〉 = NGtw(Rtw) × 〈vFˆq〉 containing vFˆq in the kernel. Now, since
NGtw(R
tw)⋊ Eˆψtw/NGtw(Rtw)⋊ 〈Fˆq〉 is cyclic, (2’) follows obviously. Of course, (2)
also follows directly from the fact that E is cyclic. 
When the radical subgroup Rx (R is as in the above lemma) is considered, we
need to replace E with Ex.
6 Proof of Theorem 3
In this section, we assume q = 2 f and consider the simple group G = Sp2n(2
f )
with (n, f ) , (2, 1) or (3, 1). For this case, our proof is just to say that all the
relevant arguments in [17, 3, 22] and the previous sections apply. We list all the
statements and point out where to find the relevant proofs.
Lemma 6.1. Any radical subgroup of G is conjugate to a subgroup of the form
R0 × R1 × · · · × Ru, where R0 is a trivial group and Ri = Rmi,αi,γi,ci is a basic
subgroup for i > 0.
Proof. The relevant arguments in [3, §1,§2] apply to this case. 
Remark 6.2. In [32, Proposition 3.1], the author considered Sp6(q) and already
noted that the relevant arguments in [3, §1, §2] apply when ℓ | (q2 − 1). For
radical subgroups Q(3) when 3 , ℓ | (q4 + q2 + 1) and Q(2) when ℓ | (q2 + 1) in [32,
Proposition 3.1], we can find the corresponding notations used in §2.C. Recall that
e = o(q2 mod ℓ) and ℓ is called linear or unitary if ℓ | (qe − 1) or ℓ | (qe + 1).
Note that e is necessarily odd if ℓ is linear. When 3 , ℓ | (q4 + q2 + 1), e = 3, and
ℓ is linear if ℓ | (q2 + q + 1) while ℓ is unitary if ℓ | (q2 − q + 1). In this case, Q(3)
is just R1 defined in §2.C; here, recall that R1 is the abbreviation of R1,0,0,0. When
ℓ | (q2 + 1), e = 2 and ℓ is unitary, and Q(2) should be again denoted as R1 using
the notation system in §2.C.
Let Dm,α,β be defined in the same way as in §2.D.
Lemma 6.3. Any defect group of G is of the form D0 × D1 × · · · × Du, where D0 is
a trivial group and Di = Dmi,αi,βi for i > 0.
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Proof. The argument in [17, (5K)] applies. 
All the relevant constructions and notations in §3.B apply to the case in this
section. In particular, let (R, ϕ) be a weight of G and ϕ lies over θ ∈ dz(C/Z(R)),
then we can start with a Brauer pair (R, θ) and construct (D′, θ′) and (D, θD).
Lemma 6.4. (R, θ) ≤ (D, θD) as Brauer pairs in G. (D, θD) is a maximal Brauer
pair and all maximal Brauer pair of G are of this form.
Proof. The argument of Proposition 3.9 applies. 
With this lemma, we can determine which block the weight (R, ϕ) belongs to
as we have done for q odd.
Let (D, θD) be a maximal Brauer pair for the block B of G. Let (s, κ) be defined
in the same way as in [17, §10], then (s, κ) is a label of B; such labelling gives a
bijection as in [17, (10B)]. The dual defect group of B is defined as the image of D
under the isomorphism G  G∗.
Lemma 6.5. Let B be the block of G with label (s, κ). Then for any χ ∈ Irr(G),
χ ∈ Irr(B) if and only if χ = χt,λ and (1) tℓ′ is conjugate to s; (2) tℓ is contained in
a dual defect group of B; (3) κ is the core of λ.
Proof. The arguments of [17, (12A)] apply. Here, note that κ is the core of λmeans
κΓ is the eΓ-core of λΓ. 
Corollary 6.6. IBr(Bs,κ) can be labelled by φs,λ, where κ is the core of λ.
Remark 6.7. As an example, see [34] and [35] for irreducible ordinary characters
in unipotent blocks of Sp4(2
f ) and Sp6(2
f ), and see [31] for irreducible ordinary
characters in non-unipotent blocks of Sp6(2
f ).
The parametrization of weights is the same as in [3]; see [22, §6.B] for a de-
scription of the construction of weights. In the above constructions, the duals of
semisimple elements are used; see on [3, p.18] for the definition of dual for the
case q odd. In the case q even, we define the dual of semisimple elements via the
isomorphism G  G∗. We state the result as follows.
Lemma 6.8 ([3, 4F]). Let B = Bs,κ be a block of G. Assume s = s0 × s+ as in [17,
§10]. Then mΓ(s) − mΓ(s0) = wΓβΓeΓ for some natural number wΓ. Set
iW(B) =
Q =
∏
Γ
QΓ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
QΓ =
(
Q
(1)
Γ
,Q
(2)
Γ
, . . . ,Q
(βΓeΓ)
Γ
)
,
Q
( j)
Γ
’s are partitions,
βΓeΓ∑
j=1
|Q
( j)
Γ
| = wΓ.

Here QΓ is an ordered sequence of βΓeΓ partitions. Then there is a bijection be-
tween iW(B) and Alp(B).
The conjugacy class of weights in Bs,κ corresponding to Q will be denoted as
ws,κ,Q.
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Lemma 6.9. Let B = Bs,κ be a block of G. Then there is a bijection
IBr(B)→ Alp(B), φs,λ 7→ ws,κ,Q,
where λΓ = κΓ ∗ QΓ.
Proof. Noting that λX−1 and κX−1 are both non-degenerate Lusztig symbols, while
λΓ and κΓ for Γ , X − 1 are partitions, the result follows from §2.E. 
Lemma 6.10. Assume the sub-matrix of the decomposition matrix of Sp2n(2
f ) to
E(Sp2n(2
f ), ℓ′) is unitriangular. Then the above bijection is Aut(G)-equivariant.
Proof. It suffices to consider σ ∈ E. For χs,λ ∈ Irr(B), χ
σ
s,λ
= χσ∗(s),σ∗(λ) by
[9, Theorem 3.1] and similar arguments in [22, Proposition 5.6]. Then by the
assumption on the decomposition matrix, φσ
s,λ
= φσ∗(s),σ∗(λ). For the action of σ
on weights, the arguments in [22, §6.C] applies. Then it is easy to see the above
bijection is equivariant. 
Let G˜ = G and B = {B}, then the other requirements in Theorem 2.1 is obvi-
ously satisfied. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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